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Abstract: Concrete dams are considered as complex con-
struction systems that play a major role in the context of
both economic and strategic utilities. Taking into account
reservoir and foundation presence in modeling the dam-
reservoir-foundation interaction phenomenon leads to a
more realistic evaluation of the total system behavior. The
article discusses the dynamic behavior of dam-reservoir-
foundation system under seismic loading using Ansys fi-
nite element code. Oued Fodda concrete dam, situated at
Chlef, in North-West of Algeria, was chosen as a case study.
Parametric study was also performed for different ratios
between foundation Young’s modulus and dam Young’s
modulus Ef /Ed (which varies from 0.5 to 4). Added mass
approach was used to model the fluid reservoir. The ob-
tained results indicate that when dam Young’s modulus
and foundation Young’s modulus are equal, the founda-
tion soil leads to less displacements in the dam body and
decreases the principal stresses as well as shear stresses.

Keywords: Concrete gravity dam, dynamic soil-structure in-
teraction, finite element method, flexible foundation, stiff-
ness similarity, young’s modulus

1 Introduction
Over the years, the seismic behavior of concrete gravity
dams has been a topic of interest for many dam engineers.
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Several researches have been conducted to determine the
behavior of the dams against the seismic loads. Generally,
the seismic analysis of structures often relies on the hy-
potheses that the foundation, which is subjected to hori-
zontal acceleration, is rigid. The response of the soil to the
motion of the structure and the response of the structure to
the motion of the soil is known as Soil–Structure Interac-
tion (SSI), presented by Wolf [1]. The simplified response
spectrum method is proposed by Fenves and Chopra [2]
to perform preliminary design and evaluation of concrete
gravity sections. In this method, a standard fundamental
mode of vibration that is representative of typical sections
is used. This mode shape does not take into account the
foundation flexibility since it is representative of a standard
concrete gravity section on rigid foundation.

Several factors can affect the dynamic behavior of con-
crete dams to seismic loads, including the dam-foundation
and dam-reservoir interaction. In numerous studies, a rea-
sonable assumption based on massless foundation was
used to evade the aforementioned considerations for struc-
tures built on rock, such as concrete dams [3–18].

To reduce the damage of dams during an earthquake,
many researchers have been trying to determine the effects
of the soil–structure interaction. An indirect boundary ele-
ment method, which uses Green’s function for nonlinear
soil–structure interaction analysis for a surface founda-
tion in time domain, was formulated by Wolf and Obern-
huber [19]. Based on a study that considers contact ele-
ments at dam-foundation interaction surface, Ouzandja
et al. have obtained the nonlinear three dimensional seis-
mic response of concrete gravity dam in relation to Oued
Fodda [20]. Based on the substructure method, a proce-
dure of a linear dynamic analysis was developed in order
to determine the seismic response of arch dams and sim-
ulated using EACD-3D-96 program. The procedure allows
both (1) three-dimensional analysis of a concrete arch dam-
water–foundation system and (2) hydrodynamic pressure
waves’ partial absorption by sediments in the reservoir
boundary-bottom and sides. Considering the flexibility, in-
ertia, and the damping of the foundation in concrete dams’
dynamic response, Tan and Chopra implemented substruc-
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ture method and they came to the conclusion that inertia
and damping affect responses when compared with the
massless foundation [21–23]. Hokmabadi et al. evaluated
the seismic response of mid-rise buildings affected by SPSI.
Both analytical and shaking table studies were carried out
on FB structures, shallow foundation structures, and float-
ing pile foundation structures [24, 25]. By investigating the
effects of varied input mechanisms of earthquake on dams’
seismic response, Leger and Boughoufalah came to the
conclusion that there are advantages and disadvantages
of using four earthquake input mechanisms [26]. In a fre-
quency domain linear analysis, Fenves and Chopra [27]
investigated the dam-reservoir-foundation interaction sys-
tem while Gaun [28] has described an affective numerical
procedure in order to investigate the dynamic response of
a reservoir-dam-foundation system directly in the time do-
main. Ghaemian et al. stated that the shape and mass of
the foundation effects on arch dams’ linear response are
significant [29]. A “standard” massless foundation model
presents the dam-foundation interaction effects [30]. In
the study by the USACE, it is hypothesized that the dis-
placement at the base of the foundation disappears and
roller supports are vertically put on the foundation’s sides.
Considering the hydrodynamic reservoir pressure, Ghaedi
et al. studied the effect of shapes and sizes of openings
in the Kinta RCC dam. The results indicated that around
openings, there are considerable stresses and cracks under
hydrodynamic pressure [31]. By implementing the coupled
FE-BEmethod, Khalili and Valliappan formulated a compu-
tational method for the transient soil-structure interaction
analysis, in which the structure was simulated using FEM
and the half space was modeled by the BEM [32]. In a sin-
gle step, soil and structure are included and analyzed in a
single model within the direct approach. Concerning the
substructure approach, the Soil–Structure Interaction sys-
tem is divided into three varied parts. Also, the response of
one substructure is utilized as an input in the analysis of the
following substructure. In order to determine the linear re-
sponse of the dam-reservoir system,Westergaard presented
an approach based on a number of masses added to the
dambody. In this approach, he assumes that there is equiva-
lence between the hydrodynamic effect on the dam and the
inertial force caused by the sum of the added masses [33].

This study aims at enriching the studies related to
the seismic response of concrete gravity dams. A three-
dimensional finite element model is used to investigate
the effects of foundation flexibility and dam-reservoir-
foundation interaction on the seismic response of concrete
gravity dam. For this purpose, the Oued Fodda concrete
gravity dam in Chlef, North-west Algeria, is selected as a
case study. The hydrodynamic pressure of the water reser-

Figure 1: View of Oued Fodda concrete gravity dam.

voir is modeled as an added mass using the Westergaard
approach. The effect of foundation flexibility has been ob-
tained by taking into account various dam-foundation rock
interaction ratios. One of these ratios is expressed as: mod-
ulus of elasticity of foundation (EF)/modulus of elasticity
of dam concrete (ED). The varied numerical analyses are
modeled by using the ANSYS program [34].

2 Mathematical model of the
soil-structure system

For the purpose of developing the basic dynamic equilib-
rium equations of the soil-structure interaction, we con-
sider the soil-structure system shown in Figure 2.

U = v + u

U: Absolute displacement
v: Added displacements
u: Free field displacements

Figure 2: Soil-structure interaction model.
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We consider that the SSI model is divided into three
sets of nodes. The common nodes of structure interface and
the base are identified with (c); the nodes in the structure
are the nodes (s); and the other nodes in the foundation
are the (f ) nodes. The equilibrium of the system’s dynamic
force is given in terms of absolute displacements (U) in the
following equation:

[︃
Mss 0 00 Mcc 0
0 0 Mff

]︃⎡⎢⎣Üs

Üc

Üf

⎤⎥⎦ (1)
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in which the mass and the stiffness at the common nodes
are the sum of the contribution of the structure (s) and the
foundation (f ), and it is presented by:

Mcc = M(s)
cc +M(f )

cc Kcc = K(s)
cc + K(f )

cc (2)

In termsof absolutemotion, there are no external forces
affecting the system. However, the displacements at the
foundation borders must be known. To avoid solving this
SSI problem directly, the dynamic response of the unstruc-
tured foundation is calculated. In many cases, the solution
in free-field can be obtained froma simple one-dimensional
site model.

The three-dimensional solution in free-field is denoted
by the absolute displacements (V) and the absolute accel-
erations (ü). By a simple change in variables, it is now pos-
sible to express the absolute displacements (U) and the
accelerations (Ü) in terms of displacements u relatively
with displacements in free-field v, in which:⎡⎢⎣Us
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Eq. (1) can be now written as the following equation:⎡⎢⎣Mss 0 0
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0 0 Mff
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= R

If the displacement vc in free-field is constant on the
structure base, the term vs represents the rigid bodymotion
of the structure. Therefore, Eq. (4) can be also simplified by
the fact that the rigid body’s static motion of the structure
is: [︃

Kss Ksc

Kcs K(s)
cc

]︃[︃
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vc

]︃
=
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0
0

]︃
(5)

In addition, the dynamic motion of free-field of the
foundation requires that:[︃
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Therefore, the right side of Eq. (4) can be written as:

R =

⎡⎢⎣Mss 0 0
0 M(f )

cc 0
0 0 0

⎤⎥⎦
⎡⎢⎣v̈sv̈c
0

⎤⎥⎦ (7)

Hence, the right side of Eq. (4) does not contain the
mass of the foundation. Therefore, the three-dimensional
dynamic equilibrium equation for the soil-structure system
with added damping will be in the following form:

[M]{ü} + [C]{u̇} + [K]{u} = − [mx] v̈x(t) − [my] v̈y(t) (8)
− [mz] v̈z(t)

in which [M], [C], and [K] are the mass, damping, and stiff-
ness matrices of the model, respectively. The added rela-
tive displacements {u} exist for the soil-structure system
and must be zeroed on the foundation’s sides and bottom.
The terms v̈x(t), v̈y(t), and v̈z(t) are the acceleration com-
ponents in free-field if the structure is not present. The
columns matrices [mi] are the direction masses for the
added structure only.

3 Hydrodynamic pressure effect
The hydrodynamic pressure effect is considered according
to the added mass technique which was initially proposed
by Westergaard [33]. Assuming that the water reservoir is
nonviscous, incompressible, and its motion is of small am-
plitude, the equation which expresses the hydrodynamic
pressure can be stated as follows:

∇2P = 0 (9)

The solution of this equation is proposed by Wester-
gaard and is used in the current work to calculate the hy-
drodynamic pressure imposed on the upstream face of the
dam body during an earthquake.
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4 Finite elements dam-foundation
system modeling

The dimensions of the dam-reservoir-foundation system
are instantiated in Figures 3 and 4:

Figure 3: Transverse section and dimensions.

Figure 4: Top view and dimensions.

Oued Fodda dam was selected in the current article
as a case study. The height of the dam is 101 m, its width
at the top of the crest is 5 m, and at the base it is 67.5 m.
The dam is assumed to be homogeneous and elastic linear
with the following properties: modulus of elasticity Ed =
24.6 × 109 N/m2, Poisson’s ratio v = 0.2, and density ρd =
2640kg/m3. However, thematerial properties of the founda-
tion are as follows:modulus of elasticity Ef = 20 × 109N/m2,
Poisson’s ratio v = 0.33, and density ρf = 2000 kg/m3. The
foundation’s modulus of elasticity varies from 0.5 to 4.0
times of the dam’s modulus of elasticity as considered in
the literature [35, 36]. In addition, because of space and in
order to better illustrate the possible differences in behav-
ior, only the results for different ratios (Ef /Ed = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 3,
4) are considered for assessment of performance.

A three-dimensional (3D) discretization by finite ele-
ments (Figure 5) is used for modeling the dam-foundation
system. This finite element model is simulated using Ansys
software [34]. Ansys is considered as one of the leading
commercial finite element programs in the world.

Figure 5: Finite element discretization of the dam-foundation sys-
tem.

The solid finite elements (Solid185) used in the analysis
to model dam body and the foundation has four nodes and
2 × 2 × 2 integration points. A three-dimensional (3D) finite
element model with 39,750 solid finite elements (Solid185)
is used to model Oued Fodda dam and the foundation soil,
while 900 finite element model (SURF154) is used to model
the reservoir water. Generally, concrete dams having vis-
cous damping ratios of 2–5% are accepted [37]. The damp-
ing for the entire structural system is modeled by Rayleigh
damping. In this current work, a Rayleigh damping of 5%
is imposed to both the dam and the foundation.

5 Dynamic analysis

5.1 Modal analysis

The lowest five natural frequencies of the dam-foundation
system along with mode shapes of the dam’s fundamen-
tal mode for the different ratios (Ef /Ed) are presented in
Tables 1–5 and Figures 6–10, respectively:

Table 1: First five natural frequencies of the dam-foundation with
Ef /Ed = 0.5.

Mode Frequency (Hz) Period (s)
1 2.19 0.456
2 2.24 0.446
3 2.27 0.440
4 2.45 0.408
5 2.52 0.396
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Figure 6:Mode shape of the dam’s fundamental mode with Ef /Ed =
0.5.

Table 2: First five natural frequencies of the dam-foundation with
Ef /Ed = 1.

Mode Frequency (Hz) Period (s)
1 2.72 0.36
2 3.11 0.321
3 3.16 0.316
4 3.4 0.294
5 3.45 0.289

Figure 7:Mode shape of the dam’s fundamental mode with Ef /Ed =
1.

Table 3: First five natural frequencies of the dam-foundation with
Ef /Ed = 1.5.

Mode Frequency (Hz) Period (s)
1 2.87 0.348
2 3.79 0.263
3 3.87 0.258
4 4.13 0.242
5 4.17 0.239

Figure 8:Mode shape of the dam’s fundamental mode with Ef /Ed =
1.5.

Table 4: First five natural frequencies of the dam-foundation with
Ef /Ed = 3.

Mode Frequency (Hz) Period (s)
1 3.02 0.331
2 4.35 0.229
3 5.32 0.187
4 5.44 0.183
5 5.74 0.174

Figure 9:Mode shape of the dam’s fundamental mode with Ef /Ed =
3.

Table 5: First five natural frequencies of the dam-foundation with
Ef /Ed = 4.

Mode Frequency (Hz) Period (s)
1 3.06 0.326
2 4.38 0.228
3 6.03 0.165
4 6.13 0.163
5 6.23 0.160
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Figure 10:Mode shape of the dam’s fundamental mode with Ef /Ed =
4.

According to the results shown in Tables 1–5, it is clear
that the frequencies vary from one ratio to another. The
higher the ratio is, the bigger the frequencies are. For the
case of the dam with the lowest foundation rigidity, the
frequencies are lower than those for the dam with higher
foundation rigidity. This is due to the fact that the stiffness
matrix is located at the numerator of the frequency formula.
This means that stiffness increasing leads to frequency in-
creasing and vice versa.

5.2 Transient analysis

Thehorizontal component of the 1980ElAsnamearthquake
acceleration scaled by factor of 2.5 is used in the analyses
(Figure 11). In 1980, El Asnam province was subjected to a
strong earthquake (M7). We only have a record of a replica
of this earthquake with peak ground acceleration (PGA)
0.132 g. Therefore, we selected the record of replica earth-

Figure 11: Time history of horizontal acceleration for 1980 El Asnam
earthquake record scaled by factor of 2.5.

quake with a scaling factor of 2.5 to get an earthquake ac-
celeration record with PGA 0.33 g almost equal to PGA of
record of the strong earthquake (M7).

5.2.1 Horizontal displacements

Figure 12 demonstrates the time history of horizontal dis-
placement at the dam crest in upstream face for dam with
different ratio Ef /Ed cases:

Figure 12: Variation of horizontal displacement at dam crest.

From Figure 12, it is obvious that the displacement val-
ues differ from one ratio to another. The maximum horizon-
tal displacements at the crest point are higher, reaching
17.2 cm and 14.1 cm with Ef /Ed ratios 0.5 and 4, respectively.
The displacements decrease at ratios 1.5 and 3, in which
they reach 9.22 cm and 13.8 cm, respectively. However, the
displacements are lower and reach 7.3 cm in the case of
ratio Ef /Ed = 1. We can conclude that the displacements are
greater when the dam Young’s modulus and the founda-
tion Young’s modulus are different. The results of modal
analysis can be also used to interpret this observation. The
mode shapes of fundamental modes support the obtained
results. It is noticeable that the displacements are lower
when dam Young’s modulus and foundation Young’s mod-
ulus are equal.

Figure 13 shows a comparison of displacements accord-
ing to the height of the dam for the different cases studied.

Figure 13 displays that in the cases of the dam with
foundation ratios 0.5 and 4, the values for maximum hori-
zontal displacement at the crest are 17.2 cm and 14.1 cm, re-
spectively, while in the case of the damwith the foundation
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ratio 1, it is 7.3 cm. This indicates that there is approximately
57% and 48% decrease in the amplitude of displacement at
the peak. It should be recognized that the foundation ratio
(Ef /Ed = 1) has a significant impact on dam displacements.

Figure 13: Horizontal displacement of the dam for the different
studied cases.

Figure 14:Maximum horizontal displacement contours of the dam
with Ef /Ed = 0.5.

Figure 15:Maximum horizontal displacement contours of the dam
with Ef /Ed = 1.

Figure 16:Maximum horizontal displacement contours of the dam
with Ef /Ed = 1.

Figures 14, 15, and 16 represent the maximum horizon-
tal displacement contours of the dam for the ratio values
0.5, 1, and 4, respectively.

According to Figures 14–16, it is clear that the maxi-
mum displacements occur at the middle region of the dam
crest.

5.2.2 Variation of stresses

Figures 17 and 18 show stresses along the height due to the
variation in the upstream maximum principal tensile and
compressive face of the dam.

Numerical analyses illustrate that the maximum prin-
cipal stresses become greater at the height of 70 m of
the dam. The maximum principal tensile stresses reach
16,703.8 kN/m2, 32,932 kN/m2, and 33,160 kN/m2 with
the ratios 1.5, 3, and 4, respectively; while the compres-
sive stresses are −15632.4 kN/m2, −32112 kN/m2, and
−35703 kN/m2. In addition, the maximum principal ten-

Figure 17:Maximum principal tensile stresses along the dam
height.
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Figure 18:Maximum principal compressive stresses along the dam
height.

sile and compressive stresses decrease to 10,870 kN/m2

and −9521 kN/m2, respectively, with ratio of 1.
On the other hand, at the dam’s base, the maximum

principal tensile and compressive stresses are higher at the
ratio of 0.5 than the other ratios, reaching 16,406.1 kN/m2

and −15,899 kN/m2, respectively. However, maximum prin-
cipal stresses are lower at the ratio of 1, at which they reach
4767.7 kN/m2 and −4303.4 kN/m2. It is obvious that the prin-
cipal tensile and compressive stresses are lower at the ratio
of 1. This is due to the stiffness similarity of both the dam
and the foundation.

Figures 19 and 20 show timehistory for principal tensile
stresses at dam heel and principal compressive stresses at
dam toe.

Figures 19 and 20 show the time history for both princi-
pal tensile stresses at dam heel and the principal compres-
sive stresses at dam toe for different ratios. For the princi-
pal tensile stresses, it is noticeable that they decrease from
16,406.1 KN/m2 and 13,253.8 KN/m2 for the ratios 0.5 and 4,
respectively, to 4767.7 KN/m2 for ratio 1. This signifies that
there is an approximate decrease of 71% and 64% in the
magnitude of the principal tensile stresses at dam heel. For
the principal compressive stresses, on the other hand, they
are −15,899.3 KN/m2 and −14,296.1 KN/m2 for the ratios 0.5
and 4, while they decrease to −4303.4 KN/m2 for the ratio
1. It means that there is a decrease of 72% and 69% in the
magnitude of principal compressive stresses. It is observed
that the principal tensile and compressive stresses decrease
when the ratio 1 is taken into account. This refers to the fact
that the dam and foundation have similar stiffness.

Figures 21–23 represent the maximum principal tensile
stress contours of the dam for the three ratios 0.5, 1, and 4.

Figure 19: Time history for principal tensile stress at dam heel.

Figure 20: Time history for principal compressive stress at dam toe.

From Figures 21–23, it is obvious that the maximum
principal tensile stresses occur at the dam’s base for the
ratio 0.5, while they occur at the dam body’s chest for the
two rest ratios.

Figure 24 shows the time history of shear stress at heel
in different ratios.

Figure 24 shows the time history for principal shear
stress at dam heel for different ratios. The shear stresses are
437.2 KN/m2 and 412.8 KN/m2 for the ratios 3 and 4, respec-
tively. However, the shear stresses increase to 707.8 KN/m2
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and 679.6 KN/m2, respectively, for the ratios 0.5 and 1.5
while it is 540.2 KN/m2 for the ratio 1. For the structure on
foundation with ratios 3 and 4, the seismic acceleration

Figure 21:Maximum principal tensile stress contours of the dam
with Ef /Ed = 0.5.

Figure 22:Maximum principal tensile stress contours of the dam
with Ef /Ed = 1.

Figure 23:Maximum principal tensile stress contours of the dam
with Ef /Ed = 1.

gives rise to a moment of overturning and transverse shear.
As the rock is very stiff, these two stress resultants will not
lead to any additional deformation or rocking motion at
the base. For the structure founded on soil with ratio 0.5,
the motion of the base of the structure will be different
from the free-field motion because of the coupling of the
structure-soil system.

Figure 24: Time history for principal shear stress at dam heel.

6 Conclusions
The current study attempts to identify the effects of the
foundation’s flexibility on the seismic response of a con-
crete gravity dams. On the basis of the obtained results, the
following conclusions can be drawn:

– For the case of the dam with the lowest foundation
rigidity, the frequencies are usually lower than those
for the case of the dam with higher foundation rigid-
ity.

– The displacements are lowerwhendamYoung’smod-
ulus and foundation Young’smodulus are equal com-
pared to the case when they are different.

– The foundation ratio (Ef /Ed = 1) has a significant
impact on dam displacements, in which the displace-
ments decrease.

– The maximum horizontal displacements at the crest
reach its highest magnitude for the ratio 0.5 and 4.

– The stiffness similarity of both the dam and the foun-
dation decreases the principal tensile and compres-
sive stresses.
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– The principal tensile and compressive stresses are
greater at the ratios 3 and 4, at the height of 70 m of
the dam.

– The principal tensile and compressive stresses are
higher at the ratio 0.5 at the dam’s base.

– Themaximumprincipal stresses are lower at the ratio
of 1 at both the dam’s base and at the height of 70 m.

– For the structure on rigid foundation where the rock
is very stiff, the resultant shear stresses will not lead
to any additional deformation or rocking motion at
the base.

– The stiffness similarity of the foundation should be
considered in the numerical analyses to evaluate the
critical response of the dam-foundation system.

– The case of the stiffness similarity of both the dam
and the foundation is more conservative than the
case when the stiffness differs.

The stiffness similarity of the dam and the foundation
is more excited than the case when the stiffness differs,
which is justified by the difference in stresses and displace-
ments for the different cases under study. Therefore, the
stiffness similarity of the damand the foundation should be
taken into account in the modeling of the dam-foundation
interaction phenomenon to achieve more reliable results.
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